The Science Center of Iowa engages and inspires Iowans along their journey of lifelong science learning.

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT:

Since taking the helm as president of this organization, one of my goals has been to expand engagement across the state – to truly be the Science Center of Iowa.

This year, we expanded our statewide presence, increased engagement with diverse audiences and learned how SCI has impacted the lives of our visitors. SCI staff expanded opportunities to engage educators while supporting their commitment to advancing STEM learning. We forged new partnerships and engaged stakeholders to help us build more mission and increase access to STEM opportunities for lifelong learners across the state.

In the following pages, you will read about our efforts to engage and inspire through informal learning, empower educators statewide and expand partnerships to increase equity and access.

This is a launching point, as we continue to strive toward our vision of being Iowa’s resource for experiencing science and the world around us.

Thank you to SCI board and staff who have played a role in our successes this year and to the individuals, companies and institutions who have invested in our mission – to engage and inspire Iowans along their journey of lifelong science learning.

Curt Simmons
President & CEO
Whether it’s onsite visitors, children in a school assembly or people attending a community event, our goal is to inspire “a-ha!” moments for Iowans of all ages and backgrounds.

By focusing on informal learning, where learners acquire attitudes, values, skills and knowledge from daily experiences, we encourage people to make their own discoveries… and have fun!
In our efforts to engage and inspire Iowans along their journey of lifelong science learning, we recognize the importance and value of educators. By bringing the strategies of informal learning to these environments, SCI is able to provide programs and resources that support classroom curriculum and help teachers.

SCI programs empower educators of all kinds – from classroom teachers to local libraries, after-school programs to homeschool groups. By working together, we help ensure Iowans students receive a robust and well-rounded education.

“These outreach programs are very important to children in this area who may not have the opportunity to visit the Science Center of Iowa.” – Mt. Ayr Librarian
As the Science Center of Iowa, we are committed to serving all Iowans, which means intentionally seeking ways to engage underserved audiences and increase equity and access throughout our programs.

By partnering with individuals and organizations who share this priority, we have been able to expand our offerings and reach broader audiences. In addition to being the right thing to do, we believe it is the recipe for success and sustainability.

Partnerships are critical to enhancing and expanding resources in our community. Intentionally, SCI collaborates with corporate and private entities to increase our ability to engage new and existing audiences and inspire the next scientist, doctor, carpenter, welder, etc. These partnerships help expand initiatives and projects to create low or no cost experiences for at-risk and diverse audiences.

TOGETHER, WE PROVIDE “STEM FOR ALL” THROUGH OUR ACCESS AND ACCESSIBILITY FUND.

The Access and Accessibility Fund provides discounted admissions for school group visits from September through February. It is an effort to engage schools where budgets have continued to shrink. This connects school-aged children to STEM experiences they would not normally have access to.

By offering ongoing free programs like Café Scientifique and Star Parties as well as free admission on Martin Luther King Jr. Day, we are able to engage new audiences in SCI programming. These activities, along with the unique experiences of Pint Size Science and SCI camps, create opportunities for children and adults to access authentic educational experiences and advance their STEM learning.

TOGETHER, WE PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES TO INCREASE STEM LITERACY.

Partnerships are critical to enhancing and expanding resources in our community. Intentionally, SCI collaborates with corporate and private entities to increase our ability to engage new and existing audiences and inspire the next scientist, doctor, carpenter, welder, etc. These partnerships help expand initiatives and projects to create low or no cost experiences for at-risk and diverse audiences.

TOGETHER, WE FORM PARTNERSHIPS TO ADVANCE LEARNING FOR ALL.
Camps
3,403 students participated in Summer and Winter Camps to keep their brains sharp while on break.

Outreach
Our educational outreach program provided more than 1,860 hours of science programming to schools and libraries across the state.

Resources
Our Science Learning Team (along with 203 sewing machines) traveled to every corner of the state delivering Making STEM Connections Kits to help educators create makerspaces in their classrooms.

TOTAL PARTICIPATION = 326,246
PUBLIC ATTENDANCE = 185,476
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE = 53,074
OFF-SITE PROGRAMMING = 87,696

SCI engages and inspires Iowans along their journey of lifelong science learning thanks to support from our generous donors, sponsors and partners.

2017 was an exciting year in space! Along with monthly Star Party events, we took astronomy on the road and participated in the Great American Eclipse.

Solar Eclipse
The “Great American Eclipse” passed through Iowa on August 21, 2017. Before, during and after the eclipse, SCI served as a source of information regarding the eclipse and how to view it safely. More than 2,500 people attended SCI’s viewing event at the Iowa State Capitol.

Star Tours
Star Parties went on the road to communities across Iowa and engaged more than 1,100 people in Iowa City, Cedar Rapids, Ottumwa and Fairfield.

Star Parties
These monthly events provide free opportunities for the community to explore astronomy and view everything from common astronomical occurrences to rare cosmic phenomena through high-powered telescopes.

ENHANCING CURRICULUM AND EMPOWERING EDUCATORS
Whether in the classroom or after school, we provide resources and opportunities for learners of all ages. Our work with educators expands that impact.

OUT-OF-THIS WORLD ENGAGEMENT

IMPACT REPORT
The following contributions were made through generous support of specific projects, programs and films at the Science Center of Iowa and Blank IMAX Dome Theater between October 1, 2016, and September 30, 2017.

$50,000 and above

$25,000 - $49,999

$10,000 - $24,999

SPONSORSHIPS & GRANTS

The following local governments committed a portion of their hotel/motel tax in FY 16–17:

- Altoona
- Ankeny
- Bondurant
- Carlisle
- Des Moines
- Indianola
- Johnston
- Norwalk
- Pleasant Hill
- Urbandale
- Waukee
- West Des Moines
- Windsor Heights

PUBLIC SUPPORT

SCI works to engage a wide community audience to develop meaningful partnerships and new initiatives that inspire curious minds of all ages. Partnerships and sponsorships from the following organizations help SCI engage and inspire lifelong learning in all of us.

BRAVO Greater Des Moines Fund:

The following local governments committed a portion of their hotel/motel tax in FY 16–17:

Atlantic Bottling Company
European Motorcars
Hy-Vee (Fleur Drive)
Kriz Scrap
Sparboe Companies
WHO Television

IN KIND

Alliant Energy Foundation
ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers)
Bank of America
Confluence on 3rd
ISU/Institute for Transportation
MacGillivray Freeman Films Educational Foundation
National Society Daughters of American Revolution
Prairie Meadows

Ronald McDonald House Charities of Central Iowa
Twin Cities PBS
US Bank
West Bancorporation Foundation

SPONSORSHIPS & GRANTS
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ANNUAL & OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

With sincere appreciation, the Science Center of Iowa acknowledges the extraordinary support of all our donors. Your gifts enable us to engage and inspire through programming, experience platforms, IMAX documentary films and so much more. Thank you for making this possible. We make every effort to acknowledge our donors appropriately. If we have made an error, please contact the Development Office at 515-274-8668 ext. 223 or development@sciowa.org.
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Edwin T. Meredith Foundation
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John R. & Zelda Z. Grubb
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Gabus Automotive Group
Mary Kay and Douglas Bruce
Douglas Fick
Gabus Charitable Foundation
Cheryl and Michael Giudicessi
Curt Simmons and Cat Morris
FBL Financial Group Inc.
Andrea and Jim Gordon
Henry G. & Norma A. Peterson Charitable Trust
Charlotte and Fred Hubbell
Robert L & Ruth E Wiese Trust
Michele and John Stevens
Dianna and Jeffrey Thompson
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Mary Alice and Gary Amerman
Mary Alice and Tim Acton
Dianna and Jeffrey Thompson
Up to $1,000
A. Leo Pelts Engineering Company
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Mary Alice and Gary Amerman
Karen and Andrew Anderson
Anonymous Donors
Annie Arant
Cassidy Baird
Barilla
Sharon and Bill Bauer
Amanda Baugh
Lizzy and Bob Kirke
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Cindy and Jim Funcheon
Dr. Sarah Garst
Barbara and Michael Gartner
Belin McCormick Law Firm
Emily Berrier
Brian Binger and Elizabeth Hoffman
Margo and Don Blumenthal
Wendy and Dennis Rains
Lennox Industries
The Lint Companies
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Mary Lynch
M & S Sales Company
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Robert Maddox, Sr.
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ServiceMaster by Rice
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Gordon Smith
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Gordon Smith
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In Memory

Mary Stuart and David Yepsen
Rodney and Eileen Swoboda
Eric J. Tabor
Greg Tew
Sandra Thompson
Samantha Thorpe and Kevin Riesenberg
William Tiffany, Jr.
Lloyd Unverferth
Toni and Tim Urban
The Wellmark Foundation
Kathleen and James West
Karen and Jonathan Wickert
Alison and James Wilson
WorkSpace, Inc.
Harvey W. Zehr

In Memory of Harold Rathert

Nancy and William Knapp, II
Diane and Bruce Janvrin
In memory of Harold Rathert
Susan Koscielak
In memory of Harold Rathert
Dixie and Karl Manchester
In memory of Harold Rathert
Betty and Larry Martindale
In memory of Harold Rathert
Cheryl and Mickey Miller
In memory of Joe Schwanebeck
Jo Ann and Edward Peterson
In memory of Harold Rathert
Max Poole and Suzon Ahern
In memory of Harold Rathert
Referral Resources-I80 Chapter
In memory of Harold Rathert
Nelda Sampel
In memory of Dick Sampel
Priscilla Sayeed
In memory of Nancy Koos
John Schreurs
In memory of Michael McBride
Phyllis Schutz
In memory of Harold Rathert
Karen and James Sievers
In memory of Harold Rathert
Gary Thull
In memory of Harold Rathert
Julie Williams
In memory of Harold Rathert
The Worthington Family
In memory of Ruth Schwanebeck
And Joe Schwanebeck
Beth Zawalski
In memory of Harold Rathert

In Honor

Nancy Rodriguez
In honor of Liam Maxwell
Kelly Shell
In honor of Molly Pins
Angela Simpson
In honor of Garrett Simpson
Julie and Jeff Woessner
In honor of George Edward Tillman, Jr.

Matching Funds

Donate Well
IBM Corporation Matching Grants Program
Rockwell Collins
Meredith Corporation

2017 ANNUAL FUNDRAISING EVENT & AUCTION

Each year, SCI engages more than 320,000 children, school groups and adults in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) through interactive exhibits, live programs, IMAX films, special events, classes and camps. SCI’s Annual Fundraising Event and Auction contributes more than $200,000 to these vast opportunities. Special thanks to Ed Wilson, who served as the 2017 Annual Event Master of Ceremonies.

2017 COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Ben Bruns – Chair
Kate Bruns – Chair
Jamie Bachman
Alex Blaker
Sara Brown
Christine Collett
Kathy Cloward
Andrew Doll
Michael Harger
Leslie Jasper
Tara Kammel
Kim Mayberry
Marta Mayberry
Gabe Olson
Karen Olson
Alex Rich
Samantha Rolkino
Kari Sauer
Kalen Sayeed
Priscilla Sayeed
Kathy Shell
Ann Stuller
Jessica Taylor Erwin
Kari Van Thomme
Todd Van Thomme

Elemental Sponsors
Kemin Industries, Inc.
Nationwide

Presenting Sponsors
DuPont Pioneer
Eurition Scientific, Inc.
Faegre Baker Daniels
Hy-Vee, Inc.
Iowa State University
MidAmerican Energy
UnityPoint

Supporting Sponsors
Ballard Trust
Belle McComick, P.C.
Behly Companies
Mary Ay and Douglas Bruce
Flint Hills Resources
Mitt and Michael Frazier
Fred and Charlotte Hubbard Foundation
John Deren
Neumann Brothers, Inc.
Dianna and Jeffrey Thompson
Triex
Wells Fargo
West Bancorporation Foundation

Sustaining Sponsors
Air-Con Electric LLC
Kim and Jean Austrin
Casey’s
CenturyLink
Patty and Jim Cuvin
Drexel & Company LLP
Dox Makenes University

Farmers Mutual Hail Insurance
City of Iowa
Goisson & Hunter LLP
Laura Higgins and David Wolters
Holmes Murphy & Associates
The Iowa Clinic
Josephs Jewelry
Barbara and Bill Keck
Keck Parker
Kum & Go
LCI Buildings
Meredith Corporation
Elizabeth and Sheldon Orthinger
Principal
Michelle and Reed Pulver
Keanon and Scott Pulver
Sid Ramsey
Scheels
J. Ann Seiber
The Witzl Company
Whole Health Chiropractic

Underwriting Donors
Anonymous
Harry and Pamela Boskey
Frederik and Traci Covel
David and Donna Langer
John and Nicole Loeber
Raccoon Valley Bank
Paul and Claudia Schinkler
Christa Snyders

Event Partners
Atlantic Bottling Company
– Event Beverage Partner
Marc Bailey
– Event Musician
Bozen The Florist
– Event Floral Partner
Christian Printers
– Event Printing Partner
Christian’s VIP Catering & Events
– Event Decorator and Catering Partner
Court Avenue Restaurant and Brewery Company
– Event Partner
Creme Cupcake
– Event Dessert Partner
Adam Curran
– Event Auctioneer
DJ810
– Event Musician
Dot Distributing LLC
– Event Partner
Food for Iowa
– Live Programs Partner
Great Caterers of Iowa
– Event Catering Partner

2017 ANNUAL FUNDRAISING EVENT & AUCTION
SLIME!

Materials
- 1 cup washable clear glue
- 2 cups water, separated
- 1/2 tsp. Borax powder**
- Gel food coloring of choice

Steps
1. Mix 1 cup of clear glue and 1 cup of water. Stir to combine.
2. Mix ½ teaspoon of Borax powder with 1 cup of hot water.
3. Add the borax water mixture to the glue water mixture and stir.
4. Once slime has formed, move it to a dry bowl. Knead in a couple drops of food coloring.

Slime can be stored in a container with a lid for up to two weeks.

Mix it Up: Alternately, you can try experimenting with the order in which you mix ingredients. See what happens if you mix the glue into the Borax – or if you use more/less water. It’s all part of the scientific process!

**The Great Slime Debate
There’s been some controversy lately about the safety of using Borax to make slime. Some reports claim that slime made with borax may cause eye, skin and respiratory irritation. However, research shows that – unless your recipe calls for tasting the slime (which we do not recommend!) – Borax shouldn’t affect skin, especially at the amount being used. However, the alternative to Borax is contact solution, which also should not be ingested. So use your best judgement. If your child is likely to ingest the ingredients of this experiment, maybe try something else! And if Borax is ingested, you should contact the American Association of Poison Control at 800-222-1222 immediately.